
SUMMARY: The Tampa Sports Authority’s policy that all
spectators to Tampa Bay Buccaneers home games be subject to a pat-
down search before they could enter the stadium violated the ticket
holders’ constitutional rights. The United States District Court for the
Middle District of Florida decided Johnston v. Tampa Sports Authority
on July 28, 2006. 

BACKGROUND: The Tampa Sports Authority (TSA), part of the
city government, operates the public stadium within which the
Tampa Bay Buccaneers play football. In August 2005, the NFL created
a rule requiring all NFL football spectators to be patted down before
entering a stadium so security personnel could check them for
explosive devices. 

Gordon Johnston became a Buccaneers season ticket holder in
2001, after paying a seat deposit in addition to the ticket price. He
kept his tickets, and renewed them again for the 2005-2006 season.
When he re-upped for the ’05-’06 season, no one told him he would
be required to submit to a pat-down before he could enter the
stadium. When he found out about the TSA policy, he called the
Buccaneers’ office to complain. They told him they would not refund
his season ticket price, or his seat deposit. Also, giving up his tickets
would mean he would go to the back of the waiting list if he wanted
season tickets in the future. 

Johnston attended several games rather than forfeit his money. He
was subjected to a pat-down search each time. On each occasion, he
said, “I do not consent to this search.” He sued the TSA and its
director in state court. He requested an injunction preventing the
TSA from conducting any more suspicionless pat-down searches. The
district court granted the injunction. Johnston then added a federal
claim under the Fourth Amendment. The defendants “removed” the
case to federal district court because of the federal constitutional
claim and asked the federal court to reconsider the injunction. 

ANALYSIS: Under the Fourth Amendment, a search is presumed
to be unreasonable in the absence of a search warrant supported by
probable cause to believe it will uncover evidence of a crime. The
warrant must identify the person or place to be searched, along with
the evidence law enforcement expects to find. A “warrantless” search
is generally unlawful under the Fourth Amendment. A suspicionless
search, in which everyone is checked in search of the few potential
lawbreakers, is likewise unconstitutional absent extraordinary
circumstances.

The Constitution governs the relationship between the people
and the government, not between private citizens. Thus a parent does
not violate a child’s Fourth Amendment rights by coming into his
room without a warrant; nor does a private employer violate it by

looking in an employee’s desk. In legal parlance, a constitutional
claim requires “state action”—that is, the conduct complained of
must have been committed by the government. The TSA argued that
there was no state action here because the pat-down rule originated
with the NFL and they were merely enforcing it as managers of the
stadium through their contract with the league. The court rejected
this argument. A public entity cannot “contract away” or divest itself
of its public character. Just because the NFL asked the TSA to conduct
the searches did not free them of their constitutional obligations.

TSA next argued that its behavior was exempt from Fourth
Amendment scrutiny because of the special need to combat
terrorism. “Special need” is an exception to the warrant requirement
for threats to public safety that rise above normal law enforcement
needs. The Supreme Court has allowed warrantless searches in the
area of high school drug testing where schools have demonstrated
that a widespread problem exists that threatens students’ safety and
cannot reasonably be combated through identifying particular
individuals and securing warrants to search their persons or lockers.
To constitute a special need, however, the court requires that the
threatening circumstances be substantial and real. There must be a
concrete danger such that the threat is not simply hypothetical. The
court determined that although stadiums had been identified by anti-
terrorist government organizations as potential terrorist targets, the
TSA had found no genuine threat to the Buccaneers’ stadium. The
risk that a terrorist would detonate an explosive device in the Bucs’
stadium was hypothetical.

Defendants also argued that by coming to games and submitting
to a pat-down, Johnston had given “implied consent” to the
searches—he chose to submit to them, rather than leave the stadium
without coming in, which was his option. The court rejected this
argument too. If entering the stadium or leaving it were of equal
value to Johnston—that is, if he lost nothing in leaving—it might be
valid to say that he consented to the search. But not consenting cost
Johnston the price of his ticket (assuming he couldn’t resell it) and
the opportunity to see a sports team he supported. Also, the
defendants acknowledged that Johnston had stated with each pat-
down search that he did not consent.

Finally, TSA argued that the “equities”—the balance between
Johnston’s rights and the public’s—weighed in favor of allowing the
pat-down searches. The court disagreed. Even though the judge
acknowledged that the public has an interest in safety from terrorist
threats, it likewise has a strong interest in not being subjected to
widespread suspicionless searches. The court further noted that with
the injunction in place, the TSA could still employ the safety
methods it had used successfully for years to secure the stadium.
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Rejecting all of the TSA’s arguments, the judge upheld the
injunction prohibiting suspicionless pat-down searches of all
Buccaneers fans prior to entering Tampa’s stadium.

EXCERPTS FROM THE COURT’S OPINION (By Judge
Whittemore):  “Defendants contend the pat-downs were not
performed by state actors because the TSA was not acting in a
governmental capacity and was not performing a governmental
function when it voted to implement the pat-down searches.
According to Defendants, the TSA was acting as a managing agent
pursuant to the Stadium Agreement it executed with the Buccaneers.
Defendants maintain the TSA instituted the pat-downs because the
Buccaneers requested that it do so, pointing out that the policy was
reasonably consistent with rules for similar NFL stadiums and
therefore, the TSA was contractually obligated to implement the
policy. Defendants’ arguments are unpersuasive.

“The TSA is a public agency created by the Florida legislature for
the purpose of planning, developing, and maintaining a
comprehensive complex of sports and recreation facilities for the use
and enjoyment of the citizens of Tampa and Hillsborough County, as a
public purpose. The TSA cannot transform its actions as a public
agency into that of a private actor simply because it has a contractual
obligation to provide security for the Buccaneers games under the
terms of the Stadium Agreement. When the TSA decided to implement
the pat-down searches, it acted in its capacity as a public agency
entrusted with the responsibility of maintaining the Stadium. Simply
put, the TSA cannot contract away its public status. Likewise, it cannot
contractually obligate itself to perform its responsibility to maintain
the Stadium in an unconstitutional manner.

“Similarly, that the pat-downs are conducted by a private security
company does not insulate the searches from state action status.
Contrary to the TSA’s contention, the evidence demonstrates that the
screeners who performed the searches were acting as instruments of
the TSA for purposes of a state action analysis. The TSA voted to
implement the pat-down policy, hired the security company to
perform the pat-down searches, dictated the security company’s
duties, and paid the security company with taxpayer dollars. The
alleged constitutional deprivation was caused by the exercise of a
policy created and imposed by the TSA and implemented by people
for whom the TSA was responsible. There is, therefore, a sufficiently
close nexus between the TSA and the challenged conduct such that
the conduct may be fairly treated as that of the TSA itself....

“Defendants contend the ‘special needs’ exception justifies mass
suspicionless pat-downs of NFL patrons because of the need to protect
patrons against potential terrorist attacks. One cannot seriously
dispute the magnitude of the threat of terrorism to this country or the
Government’s interest in eradicating it. In this regard, the TSA’s
‘special need’ to prevent terrorist attacks is ‘substantial.’ Likewise, any
reasonable person appreciates the potential harm that would result
from a terrorist attack at the Stadium. However, the gravity of the
threat cannot alone justify the intrusiveness of a suspicionless search
of Plaintiff’s person.

“A finding of ‘special needs’ based on evidence that supports only a
general fear of terrorist attacks would essentially condone mass
suspicionless searches of every person attending any large event,
including, for example, virtually all professional sporting events, high
school graduations, indoor and outdoor concerts, and parades.”

2

COMMENTS & QUESTIONS:  
1. What is the TSA in this case? Are they public or private?

2. What is their relationship to the Tampa Bay Buccaneers?

3. What is “state action”? What does it have to do with the Constitution?

4. Describe the plaintiff in this case. What did he want, and not want?

This case illustrates the one of the specific issues that will arise as a result of the terrorist attacks of 9/11/01and calls into issue how our
country should respond to threats of terrorism in general.  In this case, in an effort to stop a potential terrorist attack against the Tampa
Buccaneers Stadium, the Tampa Sports Authority instituted a policy to “pat-down” all spectators entering a game.  The Court held that the
execution of this policy was a violation of the Fourth Amendment to the United States Constitution.  Suspicionless searches conducted
through state action are unconstitutional under the Fourth Amendment unless extraordinary circumstances exist for the search.

First, it is important to deal with the issue of state action.  Only unreasonable searches conducted by the government are outlawed by the
Fourth Amendment.  Nothing in the Constitution would preclude you from searching everyone entering your house, for example. A church
could require searches of all people attending a particular service. Private searches are OK. Only the government is precluded from
unreasonable searches and seizures under the Fourth Amendment.  However, the TSA was found to be a governmental agency, so the search
was subject to Fourth Amendment scrutiny.

Next the question of extraordinary circumstances must be addressed.  Do you think that the terrorist attacks of 9/11 supply the
extraordinary circumstances required to justify pat down searches of all people entering a professional football game?  If terrorists could
strike a crowded sports stadium with an explosive device, why not search everyone who enters?  What is wrong with that?

The terrorist attacks of 9/11 involved security at our airports.  Security was increased as a result of that. What if the terrorist attacks of
9/11 were on sporting events?  Would future searches like this be justified as a reaction to such an attack?  

A terrorist could set off a car bomb somewhere on the streets in a major city.  Should all cars be subject to suspicionless searches in view of
this possibility?  Should individuals be subject to random searches on the street?  Such searches would most likely make us safer. But where
do our freedoms and the Constitution fit in here?  Try to think of other situations where searches could be conducted to keep us saver.  How
do you balance our freedoms?  Where do you draw the line in allowing government conduct that makes us all safer, while still retaining
some personal privacy and freedom from intrusion?   What rights are you willing to give up for safety?  This is a very difficult question in an
age of terrorism.
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SUMMARY:  A university police officer who headed a drug raid
on a university dormitory did not violate a student’s Fourth
Amendment rights when he entered the wrong dorm and
handcuffed an innocent student. The United States Court of
Appeals for the Fourth Circuit decided Mazuz v. Maryland on
November 29, 2005.

BACKGROUND: In May 2002, Philip Tou was a university
police officer at the University of Maryland. He had evidence that
students were selling drugs in a dormitory called Ellicott Hall. Tou
learned through an informant that during the previous month,
there had been an armed robbery of drugs from a resident in room
5107. He also learned that a student involved with the drugs had
said he had a knife and that he would use it against any police
officer who challenged him.

Tou used this information to secure search warrants for rooms
5105 and 5110, and arrest warrants for rooms 5105 and 5107. In
preparation for securing the warrants, he visited the rooms involved
and confirmed those rooms’ residents with the school. Tou
observed that the room numbers were not on or above the
respective doors, but affixed to the wall to their left. Rafael Mazuz
resided in room 5108. He was not a suspect.

On May 15, Tou created an “operational plan” to execute the
search and arrest warrants at Ellicott Hall. He met with other
officers to be involved in the raid at about 10 o’clock that night. He
reviewed the dorm’s floor plan with them and the information he
had uncovered during his investigation. He and one or more other
officers were to enter room 5110.

When they arrived at Ellicott Hall, Tou left the warrants in his
car. It was his practice not to show the warrants until he had
secured a scene. They entered Ellicott Hall and took the elevator to
the fifth floor. Tou proceeded down the hall, staying close to the
wall. His plan called for him and his fellow officers to enter all three
rooms at the same time. Although the number 5110 is on the wall
close to the door to that room, when Tou looked at the number, he
associated it with the next door down. He approached that door,
and did not look up. If he had done so, he would have seen that he
was standing at room 5108.

Tou knocked and announced his presence, then drew his pistol.
Mazuz was studying for an exam the following morning and
thought the knock was a fellow student. He opened the door and
found a gun pointed in his face. Tou burst in in black shirt, raid
vest, gun belt, and with some form of clothing over his head or
face. He ordered Mazuz and his roommate to the floor, cuffed them,
and, according to Mazuz, threw his belongings around while Mazuz
and his roommate demanded to know what was going on. The
officers told them to “shut up” and the room was filled with
shouting.

After a minute or two, Tou realized that something was wrong.
He went into the hall, confirmed his mistake and uncuffed Mazuz
and his room mate. He and the other officers then went to room
5110.

Mazuz was deeply shaken by the raid. He asked for an extension
on his exam, but the professor said no. Mazuz got a poor grade on
the exam and therefore a poor grade for the course. He was then
diagnosed with post-traumatic stress disorder. He sued the
university for violating his Fourth Amendment right against

unreasonable searches and seizures. The university moved for
summary judgment based on qualified immunity. The trial judge
denied the motion and the university appealed.

ANALYSIS: The Constitution (and a comparable provision
under the Maryland state constitution) prohibits the government
from making unreasonable searches and seizures. Whether a search
is unreasonable depends on the surrounding circumstances. Mazuz
argued that barging into an innocent student’s room, forcing him
to the ground, handcuffing him and then throwing his belongings
around constituted an unreasonable search. Tou argued that he
made a reasonable mistake, under tense circumstances, and
therefore did not violate Mazuz’s rights.

Police officers must follow the Constitution and laws, but they
are not held to the standard of perfection. An officer acting on
probable cause to believe a crime has been committed, and who has
secured a search warrant, is authorized to make a search related to
the crime. If the officer’s efforts are in good faith, and any mistake
is a reasonable one, a court may find there was no Fourth
Amendment violation.

Mazuz argued that because Tou had scouted out the dormitory
beforehand, it was unreasonable for him to burst into the wrong
room. He also argued that Tou did not have the warrant with him at
the time of the drug raid, and did not have a warrant to search his
room. Search warrants must describe the place to be searched and
the persons or things to be seized. If Tou had examined the warrant
before entering Mazuz’s room, he would have seen that it did not
cover room 5108. These mistakes, and the resulting strong-arm
treatment, were therefore unreasonable.

The court disagreed. Tou did not get the wrong room because of
recklessness or negligence. He simply misinterpreted what he saw,
assigning the correct room number to the door next to the one he
wanted. The court also refused to hold against him the fact that he
had checked out the premises before making the raid. That was to
ensure success of the mission, and an action for which he should
not be deemed to have acted unreasonably, even if, in the heat of
the moment, he picked the wrong door. Likewise, it was not
unreasonable for him to have left the warrant in his vehicle until he
secured the rooms. The Constitution requires law enforcement to
secure a warrant, but it does not require them to produce it at the
moment of arrest. Some warrants, for example, may be “called in”
in emergent situations and are not in the officer’s possession.

What happened to Mazuz was unfortunate, but not
unconstitutional. Tou had gathered evidence, formed a plan,
secured a warrant, and pursued arrests with a diligent and lawful
approach. The fact that he misread the door number did not trigger
a constitutional violation. Mazuz was not arrested or taken in. He
was briefly seized and then released as soon as Tou realized his
mistake. The court therefore granted Tou’s motion for summary
judgment (a decision before trial made when the facts are not in
dispute—thus no cause for a jury, which “finds facts”—and one
party is entitled to win under established law).

EXCERPTS FROM THE COURT’S OPINION (By Judge
Shedd):  “The Fourth Amendment does not proscribe all state-
initiated searches and seizures; it merely proscribes those which are
unreasonable. Whether a Fourth Amendment violation has
occurred turns on an objective assessment of the officer’s actions in
light of the facts and circumstances confronting him at the time,

Drug Raid of Wrong Dorm Room
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and not on the officer’s actual state of mind at the time the
challenged action was taken. This is a fact-specific inquiry. [I]n
order to satisfy the ‘reasonableness’ requirement of the Fourth
Amendment, what is generally demanded of the many factual
determinations that must regularly be made by agents of the
government . . . is not that they always be correct, but that they
always be reasonable.

“Because many situations which confront officers in the course
of executing their duties are more or less ambiguous, room must be
allowed for some mistakes on their part. But the mistakes must be
those of reasonable men, acting on facts leading sensibly to their
conclusions of probability.

“Tou does not dispute that his entry into Mazuz’s room
constitutes a Fourth Amendment search, and it is undisputed that
he did not have a warrant to enter this particular room. Viewed in
isolation, Tou’s entry into Mazuz’s room has the appearance of a
Fourth Amendment violation because [w]ith few exceptions, the
question whether a warrantless search of a home is reasonable and

hence constitutional must be answered no. However, Tou contends
that his entry into Mazuz’s room was nonetheless reasonable
because he had a valid warrant to enter room 5110, and he simply
made an honest mistake based on his observation and perception of
the room number as the raid unfolded.

“[A]lthough the warrant did not authorize Tou to enter Mazuz’s
room to conduct a search, his mistaken entry into Mazuz’s room
was reasonable under the Fourth Amendment. We believe that in
this circumstance once Tou entered Mazuz’s room he was entitled
to do what the law would have allowed [him] to do if he had
entered the correct room. Accordingly, we hold that it was not
unreasonable for Tou to detain (and handcuff) Mazuz when he
entered his room. This brief detention was an appropriate measure
incident to the search, there is no evidence that any excessive force
was used during the detention, and the detention ended as soon as
the officers discovered their mistake.”

4

COMMENTS & QUESTIONS
1. Why did the officers search Ellicott Hall?

2. Did they have any reason to handcuff Mazuz?

3. Did they have a warrant to search his room?

4. Why did they search Mazuz’s room?

This case was before the court on a motion for summary judgment. Parties will file such a motion if they think they can win on it
because it resolves the case before trial. A party moving for summary judgment asserts that the facts are not in dispute and the moving party
is entitled to win under established law. Trial is unnecessary because the facts are undisputed (the main reason for a trial is to allow the jury
to determine what happened). A person moving for summary judgment argues that the parties agree on the facts and that, applying the law
to them, the moving party is entitled to win the case.

Because fear of lawsuits could prevent police from doing their jobs, the legal system affords them “qualified immunity” from suit. With
qualified immunity, a police officer carrying out his duties may not be sued for mistakes that injure others unless the plaintiff can show that
the officer violated a clearly established constitutional right of which a reasonable person would have known. If there is no constitutional
violation, the inquiry ends and the officer is entitled to summary judgment.

The court here found that Tou did not violate Mazuz’s Fourth Amendment rights because his mistake was reasonable. He therefore did
not commit an unreasonable search or seizure. Since Mazuz could not prove a constitutional violation, he could not get past qualified
immunity, so the court granted Tou summary judgment.

The student lost this case.   The police officer won.  Do you agree with this holding?  Even if the police officer made a reasonable mistake,
shouldn’t he be held liable for that mistake?  People are sued every day and held liable for those mistakes.  Why not the police?  Do you
think it is good public policy to give the police “Qualfied immunity” and excuse them for their mistakes?  How is a policeman’s job different
than anyone else?  What about a worker on a gas pipeline who makes a mistake and causes an explosion?  Should he get qualified
immunity?  If there is insurance to pay for a police officer’s mistakes, why shouldn’t there be a recovery?

What’s the point of a Fourth Amendment if police can defend searches of innocent people by saying they made a mistake on the
address? Who does the Fourth Amendment protect? Why, if Mazuz has suffered an indignity or injury at the hands of police, does the
officer’s belief determine whether there was a constitutional violation?

Who gets greater protection—the people, under the Fourth Amendment, or the police with qualified immunity? Does qualified
immunity eliminate Fourth Amendment rights?
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SUMMARY: A wife suing her husband for giving her HIV could
inquire into his sexual history for the period beginning six months
prior to his negative HIV test in order to show that he should have
known that he had the disease.  In this case, he was also
countersuing her for giving him the disease. The California
Supreme Court decided John B v. Bridget B on July 3, 2006. 

BACKGROUND: John B and Bridget B met in September 1998
and began dating. They got engaged in late 1999 and were married
in July 2000. During their honeymoon, John told Bridget that he
was healthy and monogamous and requested that they stop using
condoms. Bridget agreed and went on birth control pills.

In September of that year, Bridget began to suffer from high
fevers and exhaustion. She went to her doctor, who diagnosed her
with human immunodeficiency virus infection. John B had taken
an HIV test six weeks earlier when he bought a life insurance policy.
That test came back negative.

After Bridget tested positive, John got another test and he
likewise tested positive. Bridget’s doctor told her that she had
brought HIV into the marriage. John B initially took drugs to
control the disease and got his level of infection down a level that
was virtually undetectable. He then went off the drugs and
developed AIDS. 

In December 2001, John told his wife that he had engaged in
unprotected sexual encounters with men before their marriage and
during it. Bridget then sued John for infecting her with HIV. John
countersued, arguing that she had infected him. Bridget served
John with interrogatories—questions one party may ask another to
develop the facts in a lawsuit. The interrogatories dealt with John’s
sexual history, and asked about specific names, dates, and medical
records. She also served requests for admission (requests that a party
admit to certain facts) and subpoenaed his medical and
employment records.

John asked the court to prohibit Bridget from inquiring into his
medical and sexual history. The trial court overruled John’s
objections and permitted Bridget to make broad inquiries. John
appealed and the Court of Appeal limited Bridget’s scope of
discovery to exclude identities of John’s past sexual partners and
admissions concerning his “lifestyle” but otherwise permitted
Bridget’s interrogatories about his sexual activity and health care
history. John appealed to the California Supreme Court.

ANALYSIS: The parties to a lawsuit are permitted to engage in
discovery to prove or disprove the claims in the case. Since Bridget
was suing John for giving her HIV, she needed to know how and
when he might have been exposed to the virus. Her discovery
requests were crafted broadly in search of these facts to discover
John’s entire sexual history with men before and during their
marriage, including his own history of HIV or AIDS and his
partners’.

John argued that Bridget’s inquiries infringed his right of privacy
and the physician-patient privilege, both of which limit the amount
of information that may be disclosed about an individual. What
may be disclosed to the public is different from what an opponent
in a lawsuit may discover, however. If a party could withhold all the
information relevant to a claim, most lawsuits would fail for lack of
proof. California law permits discovery if the information sought is
unprivileged and is either relevant to the subject matter of the
action or reasonably calculated to reveal admissible evidence. 

Courts have long held that knowingly passing along an
infectious disease can form the basis for a lawsuit. They have
equated harming a person with a damaging disease with harming a
person with an automobile. John did not dispute that, had he
knowingly infected his wife with HIV, he could be liable to her
civilly (in a case by a private party for money damages) or
criminally (it’s a crime in California to knowingly give another
person HIV). But John argued that Bridget should be prevented
from attempting to show “constructive” knowledge that he infected
her. A person who knowingly infects another person with HIV does
so intentionally. Constructive knowledge is not knowing you have
the disease, but having reason to know that you may have it based
on your past conduct. Courts recognize negligent transmission of
other sex-related diseases like herpes, syphilis and gonorrhea. 

John argued that the stigma associated with HIV and AIDS
supported his argument that Bridget should not be permitted to
attempt to show that John should have known he might have HIV
in light of his sexual behavior. If Bridget could show knowing
transmission, for example through a positive HIV test for John prior
to Bridget contracting it, that would be acceptable. But she should
not, he argued, be permitted to compile his entire sexual history in
an attempt to show that it may have exposed him to HIV without
his actual knowledge.

A majority of the court rejected John’s argument. For no other
disease, the majority concluded, did the law draw a line permitting
a showing of actual knowledge, but denying a search for evidence of
constructive knowledge. The majority reasoned that such a ruling
would encourage people who suspect they have this deadly disease
to avoid testing because they could not be held liable for infecting
others absent actual knowledge, which a test might provide. 

The court did not affirm all of the appeals court’s ruling,
however. The information before the court showed that an HIV test
was valid up to the point six months before the test. For example, a
negative test result on July 1st, 2006, would indicate that the person
did not have HIV as of the end of 2005. The majority therefore
limited Bridget’s inquiries about John’s sexual history to the six
months prior to his negative test result in August 2000. Bridget was
also free to attempt to show that that test was inaccurate, in which
event she would be allowed to discover evidence prior to that time. 

Apart from the time restriction, the majority upheld the appeals
court’s ruling allowing Bridget to inquire into John’s sexual history
and to attempt to show constructive knowledge that he had HIV
and gave it to her.

Two judges dissented. They opined that Bridget had a right to
show actual knowledge on John’s part but not to show that he had
reason to know he had HIV—that is, to show constructive
knowledge. The dissenters felt that the court was unequipped to
make a ruling with such broad policy implications, and that
constructive-knowledge liability had negative, rather than positive,
implications for the fight against HIV and AIDS.

EXCERPTS FROM THE MAJORITY OPINION (By Justice
Baxter):  “[C]ourts throughout the United States have recognized a
cause of action for the negligent transmission of sexually
transmitted diseases. We agree with these courts that ‘[t]o be
stricken with disease through another’s negligence is, in legal
contemplation as it often is in the seriousness of consequences, no
different from being struck with an automobile through another’s
negligence’....
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“[L]imiting tort defendants to those who have actual knowledge
they are infected with HIV would have perverse effects on the
spread of the virus. If only those who have been tested are subject
to suit, there may be ‘an incentive for some persons to avoid
diagnosis and treatment in order to avoid knowledge of their own
infection.’ Extending liability to those with constructive knowledge
of the disease, on the other hand, ‘will provide at least a small
incentive to others to use proper diagnostic techniques and to alter
behavior and procedures so as to limit the likelihood of HIV
transmission.’” 

EXCERPTS FROM THE DISSENT (By Justice Moreno):  “The
majority allows a person who tests HIV positive to bring an action
against all former sexual partners and attempt to ascertain not only
whether they had actual knowledge they were HIV positive when
they engaged in sexual relations but also whether they had any
‘reason to know’ they were HIV positive. This cause of action
potentially licenses invasions into the sexual privacy of all sexually
active Californians and may even invite abuse of the judicial

process. One can easily foresee a spate of ‘shakedown’ or vengeance
lawsuits brought by plaintiffs whose motivation is not so much to
discover how they contracted HIV as to force lucrative settlements
or embarrass a former sexual partner by exposing that person’s
sexual history in the guise of obtaining relevant discovery. Even
without this potential for abuse, the threat to the confidentiality of
HIV test results and to sexual privacy, the apparent absence of any
scientific grounding for a constructive knowledge standard, and the
potential for stigmatization of individuals based on their sexual
orientation are powerful arguments against this novel theory of
liability for the negligent transmission of HIV. I understand that the
majority is guided by the commendable goal of preventing
transmission of HIV and AIDS, but creating this new tort is not the
way to go about it. Instead, with this decision the majority has
opened a Pandora’s box. For these reasons, I respectfully but
emphatically dissent.”  

6

COMMENTS & QUESTIONS:  

1. Why is Bridget B suing John B?

2. Was he honest to her? Was she honest with him?

3. Does public policy favor gathering as much information as possible about who has HIV and AIDS, or limiting that information?

Privacy laws and “privilege” protect citizens from disclosure of sensitive information. The former recognize our right to keep certain
information to ourselves. Privilege is a concept designed to foster free and open communication by protecting discussions within that
relationship from forced disclosure. Attorney-client privilege encourages those in need of legal counsel to be frank with their lawyer so they
can get the advice they need. Physician-patient privilege creates a confidential atmosphere within which patients can discuss their health
care issues truthfully and at length to get proper treatment.

John B. argued that his privacy rights and physician-patient privilege protected him from having to disclose to Bridget his sexual
history. The court weighed those claims against Bridget’s need for information to bring her lawsuit. The majority concluded that John had
voluntarily reduced his own right to privacy in his sexual behavior by admitting in these public proceedings that he had HIV, and
admitting to Bridget that he had had unprotected sex with men both before and during their marriage. In addition, John was countersuing
Bridget, arguing that she gave him HIV. By calling the nature of his own HIV status into question, John could not then withhold the
medical evidence going directly to his own claim. 

HIV and AIDS are politically sensitive topics, however, and the dissent disagreed with the majority about permitting discovery in
support of a claim for constructive infection of another with the disease. Since special laws in California protect a person’s privacy with
regard to HIV status, the dissenters felt the majority should not rule in such a way that invited litigants to inquire into sexual preferences
and practices. 

Bridget did not allege that John Intentionally infected her with HIV/AIDS.  She alleged that John was negligent in doing so; that he
should have known by his prior activity that he might have the disease and that he had constructive knowledge of this.  Is Bridget saying
that any man who engages in sex outside a marriage should have constructive knowledge for potentially having the disease?  Is she saying
this only for men who engage in homosexual activity?  Is it appropriate to make this distinction?  If a woman has sex outside of marriage
and HIV/AIDS is introduced into the marriage, does she have constructive knowledge of this potential?  Would a wife be negligent in doing
this?  Should there be a distinction between the sexes? Does the Court’s opinion imply that all gay men should have constructive
knowledge that they might have HIV/AIDS?

Do you think this is a fair conclusion?

There is a question as to whether Bridget of John introduced the disease to the marriage.  If both had sex outside the marriage, should
either one of them win a lawsuit?

Does it depend on the level of their sexual activity and who they had sex with?  Who would be more blameworthy? Would you find
John more sympathetic if Bridget gave him the disease? What if Bridget were an intravenous drug user?

The court discusses other sexually transmitted diseases in concluding that a constructive-knowledge claim for HIV is OK. Is it right to
treat HIV the same as any other STD?  

Is the court’s decision to allow inquiry into John’s medical and sexual history correct? Should John get to make the same sorts of
inquiries of Bridget?  What about the privacy rights of John’s and Bridget’s potential sex partners? Do they have any rights that warrant
protection?  How far can these inquiries go?
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SUMMARY: An adult male charged with attempting a child sex
crime with a person he met over the internet could not claim
entrapment.  The Colorado Court of Appeals decided People v. Grizzle
on March 23, 2006.

BACKGROUND: David Grizzle met a person in an internet chat
room who claimed to be a 13-year-old girl. In fact, this person was a
male deputy sheriff involved in an official operation to find and arrest
persons looking for the opportunity to commit sexual assault on a
child. When Grizzle invited the “girl” to trade photographs with him,
a young adult female deputy sent him a picture of herself. She also
spoke to Grizzle several times on the phone. The court notes that her
picture was obviously that of an adult woman. 

As their communications continued, Grizzle’s behavior became
more explicit, including exposing himself to a camera linked to the
internet for his correspondent to see. After several weeks, she invited
him to meet her at an apartment. When Grizzle appeared at the
address she gave him, police arrested him. The state prosecutor
charged him with enticement of a child under Colorado law. A person
commits this crime when “he or she invites or persuades, or attempts
to invite or persuade, a child under the age of fifteen years to enter
any vehicle, building, room, or secluded place with the intent to
commit sexual assault or unlawful sexual contact upon a child.”

At trial, Grizzle asserted that he knew his correspondent was an
adult, and that lying about one’s name and age are regular behavior
on the internet. He testified that the woman’s assertions that she was
thirteen were not credible in light of her photograph and that he went
along with her false age for the purposes of fantasy. Because he
believed his correspondent was actually an adult, he argued, he could
not be convicted of enticement of a child. He also argued that police
had unlawfully entrapped him, and requested that an expert witness
be allowed to testify on his behalf that he had no propensity for
committing a sexual offense against a child. 

The jury convicted him of the enticement charge and he was
sentenced to ninety days in jail and ten years of probation. Grizzle
appealed, arguing that the trial court erred in rejecting his entrapment
defense and refusing to allow his expert to testify.

ANALYSIS: Entrapment is an “affirmative defense,” which means
that the defendant committed the act underlying the criminal charge,
but was legally justified in doing so. Under Colorado law, this defense
requires that the defendant admit all elements of the offense. Grizzle
denied that he was attempting to commit a sexual act with a child.
Because he did not admit the underlying offense, the trial court
concluded that he could not assert this affirmative defense.

Colorado entrapment law excuses a criminal act if the defendant
engaged in the act only because he was induced to do so by law
enforcement. He must prove that he would not have engaged in the
act but for law enforcement’s behavior. Further, the law states that
police do not engage in entrapment merely by affording a person an

opportunity to commit a criminal offense.

The trial court determined that the statute required Grizzle to have
committed the prohibited conduct—here, attempting to entice a child
under 15 to engage in sexual conduct. The court of appeals agreed.
Grizzle couldn’t rely on his conviction as a basis for the defense
because he maintained that he had not done it. On appeal, Grizzle
was left arguing incompatible positions under Colorado’s entrapment
statute: 1) that he did not attempt to entice a child into sexual
conduct, and 2) that he did attempt to entice a child into sexual
conduct, but would not have done so but for the police’s ongoing
encouragement. In order to argue entrapment, he would have to
admit the offense, and then say police caused him to do it and that he
wouldn’t have done it without their intervention.

Grizzle did not establish that the jury’s verdict was improper. For
example, he did not show that the jury was prejudiced or that critical
factual or procedural errors had led to the wrong result. Because
entrapment was not available to him, and he hadn’t provided another
reason to reverse, the court of appeals upheld his conviction.

EXCERPTS FROM THE COURT’S OPINION (By Judge Roy):
“Entrapment is an affirmative defense. An affirmative defense is one
in which a defendant admits doing the criminal act but seeks to
justify, excuse, or mitigate the act. It is not available to a defendant
who denies any wrongdoing. A defendant must admit to having
engaged in the proscribed conduct to be entitled to an entrapment
instruction; however, he or she need not plead guilty in order to assert
an entrapment defense.

“When the object of an attempt to sexually assault or entice is an
existing person under the age of fifteen years, the belief that the
person is over the age of fifteen years is irrelevant. [W]hen, as here,
there is no ‘real’ person, a defendant’s belief as to the age of the person
with whom he attempts to engage in sexual activities is not only
relevant but central to the inquiry. For instance, if a defendant
believed that he or she was going to meet an adult for the purposes of
having a sexual liaison, no crime is implicated because there is no
‘real’ victim and if matters were as the defendant believed, there is
not, without more, a crime. If, however, a defendant believed that the
person with whom he or she had arranged a sexual liaison was under
the age of fifteen, then he or she could be guilty of criminal attempt
even when there is a nonexistent victim.

“[These Internet sting] operations approach a large general
population, not an individual. It is, perhaps, inevitable that such an
operation will ensnare an otherwise law-abiding citizen with sexual
fantasies upon which he or she would not otherwise act were the
opportunity not presented to them. However, merely providing an
opportunity does not [constitute] entrapment.... In any event, because
defendant did not admit the culpable mental state necessary to the
two attempt charges, the affirmative defense of entrapment is not
available to him.” 
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Entrapment Defense not Available to Internet Predator

COMMENTS & QUESTIONS
1. What is the defense of entrapment?

2. How did Grizzle contend that he was entrapped?

3. Why did the court not allow him to make this argument?

4. Why did Grizzle refuse to admit he tried to lure a child into improper conduct? What did he say he was doing?
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Defendants caught by police who suspect them of criminal activity and then create an opportunity for them to do something illegal often

assert that they were entrapped. Undercover police, for example, pursue drug dealers by posing as drug buyers or sellers. Entrapment is available
only if the defendant would not have committed the crime had police not intervened. If police heard a man in a particular apartment was
selling cocaine, they may send an undercover cop in to try to make a purchase. If the police officer called him once or twice, was told to come
over, and the man gave him cocaine for money, there would be no entrapment defense. The guy had the cocaine and he completed the
transaction. Compare this with a case where police hear a once wealthy man is desperate for money. An undercover cop approaches him and
tells him he could make a lot of money if he sold some cocaine. The man refuses for nine months and 36 calls from the undercover cop before
finally asking, are you sure, are you sure it would work. If the man then bought some cocaine, which the police said he could immediately resell
to a buyer they had set up, a court may find entrapment. The defendant said no at the beginning and then another 35 times before relenting.
Assuming the man had no drug record prior to this scenario, a jury might find in his favor. 

In Colorado, a person must admit the crime before arguing that police made him do it. Grizzle had denied the charges and the jury found
him guilty. They didn’t believe his story about knowing his intended victim was an adult. Thus Grizzle failed on the first requirement: that he
would not have done this act had police not led him into it. He was out in “chat rooms” seeking a minor. Police did not draw him into that
conduct. Grizzle also failed Colorado’s requirement that he admit the underlying conduct. If, as he argued, he didn’t try to entice a child, then
he couldn’t have tried to entice a child only because police made him do it. Some jurisdictions let a defendant argue entrapment without
admitting the underlying conduct.

Do you think it is fair that Grizzle got convicted in this case?  Would you have believed his claim that he was not trying to induce a child?  It
was established that the picture of the person he was to meet was obviously an adult?  Did Grizzle commit a crime in trying to set up a meeting
with an adult?  Should Grizzle get the benefit of the doubt in this case?  If not, is your response constitutional—i.e., does it fit with basic
criminal law principles? 

Police efforts to catch pedophiles over the internet have the potential to affect hundreds, even thousands of people. Are you troubled by
methods with so broad a sweep? Is the internet like life—do people always speak the truth there, use their real names, identify their true
motives? Do people always speak politely there and not get crude?  In light of your answers, is internet behavior entitled to more leeway than
that in real life?  Is internet behavior subject to more scrutiny?

Is the Court’s holding in this case completely precluding the use of an entrapment defense in all internet crimes?  When, if ever, would
entrapment be available to a defendant like Grizzle?  Should this defense be available for internet based crimes? 
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